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ABSTRACT

Blockchains are meant to provide an append-only sequence (ledger) of transactions. Security commonly relies on a consensus protocol in which forks in the sequence are either prevented completely or are exponentially unlikely to last more than a few blocks. This monograph proposes the design of algorithms and a system to achieve high performance (a few seconds from the time of initiation for transactions to enter the blockchain), the absence of forks, and a very low energy cost (a per transaction cost that is a factor of a billion or more less than bitcoin).

The foundational component of this setup is a group of satellites whose blockchain protocol code can be verified and burned into read-only memory. Because such satellites can perhaps be destroyed but cannot be captured (unlike even fortified terrestrial servers), a reasonable assumption is that...
the blockchain protocol code in the satellites may fail to make progress either permanently or intermittently but will not be traitorous.

A second component of this setup is a group of terrestrial sites whose job is to broadcast information about blocks and to summarize the blockchain ledger. These can be individuals who are eager to get a fee for service. Even if many of these behave traitorously (against their interests as fee-collectors), a small number of honest ones is sufficient to ensure safety and liveness.

A third component of this setup is a Mission Control entity which will act very occasionally to assign roles to terrestrial sites and time slots to satellites. These assignments will be multisigned using the digital signatures of a widely distributed group of human governors. A reasonable assumption on Mission Control is that, for reputational reasons, they will not send any signed message that would either contradict a previous message or attest to an incorrect affirmation. Because Mission Control needs to act very infrequently (to a first approximation, only when satellites fail), any actions of Mission Control can be carefully and publicly scrutinized.

Given these components and these reasonable assumptions, our protocol, called Bounce, will achieve ledger functionality for arbitrarily sized blocks at under five seconds per block (based on experiments done with the International Space Station) and at negligible energy cost.

This monograph will discuss the overall architecture and algorithms of such a system, the assumptions it makes, and the guarantees it gives.
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The essential functionality of a blockchain is to provide a single, immutable history with a total ordering over all transactions that are committed. We will refer to this immutable total ordering as the blockchain ledger or ledger for short.

Here the word “single” (or “unforked”) means that if principal $A$ sees a block of transactions $b_1$ before $b_2$ in the history (or “blockchain”) then any other principal $B$ will see that same relationship in the history. Some blockchains, notably Bitcoin and others relying on Nakamoto-style consensus, provide a slightly weaker “common prefix” property [25] guaranteeing only that all parties will agree to a long, growing prefix of the chain with high probability. The word “immutable” (also called “append-only”) means that once $b_1$ and $b_2$ are in the history, they will remain in the history and their order will remain the same as well.

Introducing forks into a blockchain can be profitable for malicious actors. To give an emotive example, Bob could purchase gems from Alice, register that purchase on a block, leave with the gems, and then cause a fork in the blockchain with the result that the longest chain in that blockchain would not contain the block recording that purchase. In such a case, Bob could spend the same funds a second time (and even more times). This is called a double-spending attack.
Because the ability to introduce long forks into a blockchain is potentially both very profitable for malicious actors and very disruptive to normal users of the blockchain, any blockchain protocol must either prevent forking or mask it. To achieve this, blockchains invoke consensus protocols that control how blocks are added to the blockchain.

The protocols are divided into two categories:

- “permissionless” (or “decentralized”) protocols in which any principal can potentially add blocks to the blockchain; or
- “permissioned” protocols in which only certain pre-selected principals are allowed to do so.

Permissionless (Decentralized) Approaches

Among the many proposed permissionless approaches [5], [24], perhaps the two most popular are:

1. Proof-of-work, in which the solution to a computationally difficult problem determines the right to add a block on the blockchain. This is the core idea behind the original Bitcoin protocol [30] and many popular successors such as the former Ethereum [39] protocol. This approach can fail if malicious principals control most of the computing power. It also incurs significant recurring energy costs (as of this writing, 127 terawatt-hours, which is more than Norway) which scale at least loosely in proportion to the value protected by the system [6], [9].

2. Proof-of-stake, in which principals reach consensus on new blocks using a voting mechanism with votes proportional to monetary stake in the system. This approach can allow forks if holders of a majority (or sometimes just 1/3) of the stake conspire to act maliciously. Forking can be made even easier if there are honest-but-inactive principals who fail to participate.

In addition, there are many subtle attacks specific to proof-of-stake protocols, including nothing-at-stake attacks [7], retroactive (“long-range”) stake compromise [17], stake-bleeding [26], race-to-the-door takeovers [6], and selfish endorsing [31]. The incentive
analysis is also quite complex and depends intricately on the re-
ward schedule [35], token valuation [22] and returns to lending [13].
Ethereum moved to proof of stake in September 2022 [10], [21].
Ethereum is so large that it will be difficult for coalitions of
delegates to gain control. Smaller stake-based systems are much
more vulnerable to such an attack. Further, as even Ethereum
undergoes continuous development, software changes could make
new attacks possible.

Proof-of-stake can also fail due to long-range attacks in which a
malicious party gathers secret key material from former partici-
pants in the system who no longer have any incentive to behave
honestly [4], [17].

Permissioned (Centralized or Semi-centralized) Approaches

1. Centralized approaches, the opposite extreme from fully permis-
sionless consensus, trust a single central entity typically called a
bank [15]. This is the simplest and most efficient approach possi-
bile and was implicit in early digital cash proposals in the 1980s
and 1990s, but requires strong assumptions about correctness
of the central bank. Furthermore, the bank is able to arbitrar-
ily censor certain transaction types from the network, whereas
censorship-resistance is often stated as a goal of permissionless
cryptocurrency systems. For these reasons there are few serious
proposals for cryptocurrencies with a single central bank.

2. Semi-centralized approaches, in which consensus is determined
by a supermajority of well-known and semi-trusted principals
rather than a single one. Most prominent are the Hyperledger
Framework [23] and the Facebook Diem project (formerly Li-
bra) [1]. Hyperledger offers a variety of consensus mechanisms: (i)
Kafka in which a leader orders transactions (ii) Redundant Byzan-
tine Fault Tolerance [2] (iii) and trusted computing environment-
based systems (e.g. based on Intel’s SGX). Diem proposes using
roughly a dozen semi-trusted nodes running a new Byzantine fault-
tolerant consensus protocol, HotStuff, designed for high speed in
the blockchain use case [40]. The Avalanche protocol [32] supports a directed acyclic graph rather than a chain. Its fundamental building block, called the Snowball protocol, can be used to support a chain. Its safety depends on at least partial synchrony and the absence of partitions. All of these proposals require the careful selection of the semi-trusted entities, as a malicious coalition of critical size can fork the system.

1.1 Our Contribution: The Bounce Protocol

All of the above consensus approaches can fail in certain circumstances. Bounce uses satellites to create a hard-to-touch chain arbiter that can ensure consensus by itself (in a modified semi-centralized way) or can be added as an extra layer to any consensus protocol to prevent forks.

In its simplest idealized form, Bounce consists of a single satellite which receives blocks, signs them and returns them ("bounces" them back) to earth, ensuring that only a single block is signed for each time slot. See Figure 1.1.

In that setting, the satellite is a centralized server with the modification that it can be designed to have its (very simple) protocol software burned into a Read-Only Memory to be both public and unmodifiable once in space. In that way, its ability to form a total order among transactions can easily be verified. We call this scheme Publicly Verifiable Centralized Consensus. Note that while we envision that the Bounce protocol code will be in read-only memory, the flight control code for the navigational computer may be modifiable.

While the single satellite would maintain a chain without forks, it is unrealistic for two reasons:

1. It assumes the satellite never fails.

2. Unless the satellite is geosynchronous over a well-equipped area of the earth or there are relay satellites, there will be gaps in its coverage (e.g. when the satellite passes over the ocean).

Thus, our actual proposal incorporates multiple low-earth orbiting satellites to provide primarily for fault tolerance but also (even in the
1.2. **System Components**

Concretely, the continuously active components of the real Bounce Blockchain system (as opposed to the strawman one) consist of (i) several satellites in low earth orbit where each satellite carries one or more cryptographic units (called Bounce Units) each having the functionality of a hardware security module in the spirit of [29]; (ii) a set of terrestrial Sending Stations that receive transactions from end users, package them into blocks and relay (digests of) blocks to the Bounce Units (iii) a set of terrestrial Broadcast Ground Stations that receive messages from the Bounce Units and from Sending Stations; and (iv) a communications infrastructure of the Broadcast Ground Stations supporting both communication among these principals and sending information broadly to users of the Blockchain. See Figure 1.2.

**Figure 1.1:** Idealized Bounce Blockchain consists of a perfectly reliable and trustworthy satellite to which any Sending Station on earth could send a block, the satellite would order the blocks, and send them back to one or more Broadcast Ground Stations which broadcast the numbered and signed blocks widely. The technical goal of this monograph is to achieve this same functionality with failure-prone satellites and other devices.

absence of a relay architecture) for the sake of continuous or near-continuous coverage. The net result will be a low latency blockchain without forks that supports ledger functionality. Bounce does this at negligible energy cost.

**1.2 System Components**
In addition, there is a Mission Control component which assigns roles to the various principals.

Figure 1.2: Components of the Bounce Blockchain system: (i) Satellites (typically small ones like Cubesats) containing Bounce Units to sign blocks. (ii) Sending Stations to upload transactions to Bounce Units. (iii) Broadcast Ground Stations to receive messages from Bounce Units. (iv) A communications infrastructure among Ground Stations. (vi) Mission Control (not shown) which assigns roles to various principals and which assigns time slots to various Bounce Units.

We make some assumptions about the components that come either from underlying technology or the publicly verifiable governance of this system:

1. All honest Principals know the public keys of the Mission Control servers.

2. There is a public key infrastructure (PKI), managed by Mission Control, which ensures that each “Principal” (Bounce Unit, Sending Station, and Broadcast Ground Station) has a public key known to all other Principals. Note that the PKI need not extend to end users of the Bounce ecosystem.

3. The Mission Control Administrators will determine for each Principal $A$ whether $A$ is a Sending Station, Broadcast Ground Station, or Bounce Unit. Some principals may take on several roles. Each Principal must know the public keys of the other Principals.
1.3 What Are the Advantages of Satellites over Terrestrial Blockchain Arbiters?

When there are many satellites, Mission Control will determine which satellite (and which Bounce Units on that satellite if there are several) is responsible for which time slot, where each time slot corresponds to an interval when a block will be added to the blockchain. All Principals know these assignments.

Section 3.1 discusses the pragmatics of achieving these assumptions.

1.3 What Are the Advantages of Satellites over Terrestrial Blockchain Arbiters?

A satellite architecture for blockchains yields several benefits:

- Naturally broadcast. A satellite can send to many places on earth in one messages without depending on fibre or other wiring. This reduces the possibility of isolating it. For example, low earth orbiting satellites at only 600 kilometers have a coverage of several million square kilometers [11], giving them many possibilities to communicate.

- A disadvantage of satellites is that their signals can be attenuated due to rain, fog, and snow. That is why the protocol uses digests of transaction blocks instead of blocks. This requires very modest bandwidths (under a kilobit per second during normal operation) as discussed in Section 3.4.

- Satellites are difficult to destroy and even more difficult to capture physically given today’s technology, removing the need for guards. State actors can destroy satellites, but they would have a hard time gaining physical possession and any such attempt would be extremely obvious. By contrast, it is feasible to gain access to a terrestrial data center, even a guarded one. Both terrestrial data centers and satellites can make the protocol processors tamper-resistant.

Note however that the protocols we describe here could apply to terrestrial counterparts that would play the part of satellites. Such terrestrial counterparts would not require launching, so would be cheaper.
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to establish. They would require guards though, so we think satellites would ultimately be less expensive.

1.4 High Level Security Comparison of Bounce With Other Protocols

Because we haven’t yet given the details of the Bounce Protocol, we will simply affirm some properties. You the reader can see that they hold as you read the monograph.

- Basically all protocols have a set of administrators who have to be trusted to maintain software, set policy, etc. The reason this is tolerated is that the intervention of those administrators is “punctuated” – that is it occurs only rarely so in principle is open to the public eye. In practice this may be difficult because software changes can have subtle effects.

- To avoid forks, proof of work systems make no assumptions about the honesty of individuals, but do make the assumption that no group of malicious agents control a majority of the computing power [25], [30]. Such a group of colluding malicious agents could cause forks.

- To avoid forks, proof of stake systems assume that no group of malicious agents control a majority of the stake [14], [27]. Sometimes the assumption is stronger, viz. the malicious agents are assumed to control less than 1/3 of the stake [8], [10].

- The Bounce system described in this monograph assumes arbiters (which we conceive of as satellites for the reasons offered in the previous section) programmed with a protocol that can be burned in using a Read-only memory. That protocol can be publicly verified. Bounce also assumes the existence of a group of responsible individuals whom we term collectively as Mission Control. The Mission Control members correspond to system administrators. The Mission Control Administrators multisign their messages in a distributed fashion. Further Mission Control is rarely active.
(punctuated): only when a satellite fails or many Sending Stations fail, so its actions (which consist of role assignments) can be easily monitored. Unlike software updates which can be subtle even to experts, the Mission Control messages are easy to understand by interested (even inexpert) parties. Because their bad actions can be so easily discovered, the Mission Control administrators will be reluctant to cheat. Provided Mission Control behaves properly and the minimal assumptions on the satellites hold, there will be no forks.

In summary, the Bounce approach achieves the energy efficiency of proof of stake with more effective security.
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